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	Learn how to create your very own game using the libGDX cross-platform framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core features of libGDX to develop your own exciting games
	
		Explore game development concepts through example projects
	
		Target games for major app stores quickly and easily with libGDX's cross-platform functionality



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is intended for those who wish to learn the concepts of game development using libGDX. An understanding of Java and other programming languages would definitely be helpful, although it is not a must.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create and configure a libGDX project to get started with making games
	
		Get to grips with a simple game loop that will drive your games
	
		Manage game assets to reduce code duplication and speed up development
	
		Pack game assets together into single assets to increase your game's performance
	
		Display textures on the screen and manipulate them with play input
	
		Play various types of sounds that a game can generate
	
		Design and modify a game user interface with libGDX's built-in tools
	
		Develop a game that will run across various platforms



	In Detail


	LibGDX is a cross-platform game development framework in Java that makes game programming easier and fun to do. It currently supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Android, and HTML5.


	With a vast feature set on offer, there isn't a game that can't be made using libGDX. It allows you to write your code once and deploy it to multiple platforms without modification. With cross-platform delivery at its heart, a game can be made to target the major markets quickly and cost effectively.


	This book starts with a simple game through which the game update cycle is explained, including loading textures onto your screen, moving them around, and responding to input. From there you'll move on to more advanced concepts such as creating a formal game structure with a menu screen, adding a game screen and loading screen, sprite sheets, and animations. You'll explore how to introduce a font to optimize text, and with the help of a game that you'll create, you'll familiarise yourself with the 2D tile map API to create worlds that scroll as the characters move.


	In the final sample game of the book, you'll implement a basic version of an Angry Birds clone, which will allow you to use the physic library box2D that libGDX provides access to. An overview of exporting games to different platforms is then provided.


	Finally, you will discover how to integrate third-party services into games and take a sneak peak at the Social Media API to get a basic understanding of how it fits into the libGDX ecosystem.


	Style and approach


	With this book you'll learn game development with libGDX through example game projects. You'll finish the book with a thorough understanding of libGDX game development, along with completed games that you'll have built yourself.
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SOA Governance in Action: REST and WS-* ArchitecturesManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		A few years ago, I wrote a book with a colleague about open source ESBs (Enterprise
	
		Service Buses), Open Source ESBs in Action (Manning, 2008). In that book we wrote
	
		about using open source tools to integrate applications and expose legacy systems as
	
		services. In the years that followed, ESBs were seen as one of the...
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Atlas of Colonoscopy: Examination Techniques and DiagnosisThieme Medical Publishers, 2005

	A complete guide to colonoscopy featuring more than 1,000 superb illustrations!
	
		In recent decades, colonoscopy has developed into one of the most essential techniques for early screening, detection, and diagnosis of colorectal cancer, inflammatory bowel disease, and other disorders. And rapid advances in interventional endoscopy...
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Electric Power System Basics for the Nonelectrical Professional (IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A clear and easy-to-follow overview of power system technology for nonelectrical professionals

This book explains the essentials of interconnected electric power systems in very basic, practical terms, giving a comprehensible overview of the terminology, electrical concepts, design considerations, construction practices, operational...
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Pro WF: Windows Workflow in .NET 3.5Apress, 2008
I started working with the new Microsoft WinFX technology stack early in the beta and Community Technology Preview (CTP) stages. The foundations that began their life as WinFX (Windows Presentation, Windows Communication, and Windows Workflow) became a shipping Microsoft product named .NET Framework 3.0 in November 2006. I actually started to learn...
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007

	Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Fourth Edition of Computer Networking continues with an early emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts. With this edition, Kurose and Ross bring the...
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The Influence of Technology on Social Network Analysis and Mining (Lecture Notes in Social Networks)Springer, 2013

	
		The study of social networks was originated in social and business communities. In recent years, social network research has advanced significantly; the development of sophisticated techniques for Social Network Analysis and Mining (SNAM) has been highly influenced by the online social Web sites, email logs, phone logs and instant...
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